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journal and reference service for people developing more satisfying

patterns that increase local self-reliance and press less heavily on our limited resources.
We

try to give

access

to:

*

Solid technical support for evaluating and implementing new ideas.
* Ecological and philosophical perceptions that can help create more satisfying options for living, working and playing.

* UP-to-date information on people, even$ and publications,

And while we're on the subject, here
are two new books for budding Pacific
Northwest naturalists. Both are good
places to get started, particularly if
you're new to the area:

DO IT NOW Foundation

Profiles of Nortbutest Plants, Peggy
Robinson, 1977, $2.5O from her at:
1O2O S.W. Dolph Ct.
Portland, OR972l9
Food uses, medicinal uses and Iegends
for plants in the Portland arca.

counter, prescription, etc. A rare blend
of street-wise sawy and unhysterical
but accurate warnings of medical

P.O. Box 5115
Phoenix, AZ 85010
Cheap, high-quality publications on
drugs and drug use-alcohol, grass,

downers, uppers, smack, over-the-

Western Trce Book, George Palmer and
Martha Stucky, 1977, $5.95 ftomt

Victoria House

cedars and began to dream.

Director Vic Pawlak writes, "We
can't send everything free to everybody,
but we can promise that readers

writing in will receive basic information
on whatever chemical area is their prime
interest.

2218 N.E. 8th Ave.
Portland, OR97212
Especially nice for its comparisons"All firs have these characteristics in
common," "how to distinguish between
the wild cherries." Tom turned to the

f^

hazards.

-LdeM

"

Catalog and sample pamphlets free

from above address. -Tom Ferguson

ENERGY SAVING
Industrial Energy Conseraation: A
Handbook for Engineers and Managers,
D.A. Reay, 370 pp., 187 illustrations,
1977, $12.5O flexi'cover fromt
Pergamon Press
Maxwell House
Fairview Park
Elmsford, NY 10523
As you might expect, given Great Britain's more desperate energy situation,
serious attention to conservation would
soon be reflected in excellent, clearly-

written books. Understandable diagrams
and graphs amplify a text chock full of
money-saving hints for an entire range
of energy:intensive industries: iron &
steel, aluminum, chemical, oil, pulp &
paper, glass, food processing, textiles.
One chapter emphasizes good housekeeping of boilers, dryers and other
equipment. Another covers €nergy recovery. Case histories and examples of
capital cost and return on investment
with various techniques and new processes abound. References, appendices
of British & U.S. organizations and
equipment suppliers, and a very useful,
index complete this work. If anyone
has seen a nitty-gritty U.S. version,
please let us know. Highly recommended
to plant engineers and corporate energy
managers.

-LJ

FEA Public Schools Energy Audit
Service, $30 per elementary school, $50
per junior or senior high, contact your
nearest Federal Energy Administration
office. A two-phase audit includes' 1)
summary of your energy-saving potential and a series of checklists to use in
your operation of the school, and 2) a
a

cost-benefit analysis of energy conservation options. -LJ
Colorado Energy Researcb Institute
EnergSr Ne..lj.s Notes, available from:

CERI
P.O. Box 366
Golden, CO 80401
As an energy center, CERI can answer
questions and direct Coloradans to local
architects, engineers, researchers and
energy policymakers. It aiso publishes
avzrtety of reports and analyses on furure energy alternatives, energy conservation and net energy in the Colorado
context. Write for a sample newsletter
and publications pricelist. *LJ

"How to Remodel a Home for SelfSufficiency," by Joel M. Skousen, in
Inflation Surztiaal Letter, vol. 4., no. 9,
May 4, 1977, $2 (single copy), S4&lyr.
for !4 issues, from'
Inflation Survival Letter
6737 Annapolis Rd.
P.O. Box 2599
Landover Hills, MD 20784
We'll review Mr. Skousen's book, from
which their excerpt is taken, in a future
issue. Meanwhile, this is a good intro
to ISL, which is full of financial survival
hints and is now including more perspectives on the relation of energy to

inflation and human survival. -LJ
Greenhouse Energy Conservation, con-

tact!
W. Bauerle and T. Short
Ohio State Universiry Cooperative

Extension Service
Ohio Agric. R&D Center
2120 Fyffe Rd.
Columbus, OH 43210
An insulating plastic covering over a
conventional glass greenhouse cut total
heat use.by 57% during the four coldest
months of winter '7 5:7 6. A commercially available two-layer cover is inflated with air after attachment to rhe ourside surface of the greenhouse. -LJ
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political liberation. Androgyny may be the mosr radical idea
to come along in our time.
Just as citizen activists infused the word "ecology" with
extraordinary new significance, so the word "androgyny" is
now being infused with momentous importance by small
voluntary networks. To comprehend androgyny, it is first
necessary to understand that it means neither hermaphroditism, nor homosexuality, nor bisexuality. People can bed down
in whatever combinations they like so far as I am concerned,
but their sexual preferences have nothing to do with androgyny
simply because gender has nothing to do with androgyny.
Androgyny is the expression of the ideal whole human personality; gender is a grossly inadequare expression of this
wholeness. Yet we have always treated gender as if it were the
essential and overriding determinant of personality. Boys were
boys and girls were girls and that was that. This is like letting
money serve as society's only standard of value. Who would
want a world where all beauty was banished except that wirh
a pricetag on it? Who wants a world where all the richness of
human personality must be crammed into two little boxes,
one marked "feminine" and one marked "masculine"?
The idea of androgyny transcends and exists to transcend
all such gender-trapped considerations. It belongs neither to
men nor women; it belongs to human beings. Androgyny does
not mean that women should repeat the errors of the past; the
idea is not that men should now submit to the rule of women.
Androgyny can get us out of the vicious cycle wherein one
must either be a "winner" or a "loser." lt can help us all
climb onto the common ground of true equality between the
sexes. It points the way out of the bitter war which women
and men have been waging for countless generations.

Like all truly liberating ideas, androgyny is fundamentally

tr

simple, yet hard to define. It resurrects the ancient myth that
human Leings are blessed with a dual nrt,rr.,'the all.in-one,
the androgynous ideal. Psychologically, this notion derives
from the contrasting qualities within us which make it possible
to achieve balance and integration within the human personaliry. For reasons shrouded in the mists of time, culture has di
vided these qualities into two sets and labelled rhem "mascuIine" and "feminine." Today, in a dangerously over-populated
world, this division is cruel, needless and inappropriate, [ut
still we cling to it. Men are forbidden access to their tender
side and women are forbidden access to their aggressive side;
and woe to those who dare cross over!
But what, it is fair: to ask, is a communiry organizer doing
in the androgyny game? What are the political and social dij
mensions of a new understanding of sexuality? For years my
primary interest has been facilitating social change. While I
do not claim paternity of any fundamentaliy new ideas, I do
claim association with the very early stages of several citizeninitiated social movements, beginning in the early sixties with
the first real federal effort to combat water pollution. Among
the other causes I have helped to nurture are the movement
for clean air, the anti.highway movement, the public transportation movement, the anti-nuclear movement, the pro-solar
energy movement and, most recently, the appropriate technology/"Smail Is Beautiful" movement. I was prese nt at the
creation of the movements for public interest law, public
interest economics and public interest science. In addition, I
rendered loyal service as a foot-soldier in other mass social expressions of recent times, the civil rights movement, the antiwar movement and the feminist movement. I daresay that I
have seen a lot of social movements.
These movements and the great historic movements of the

nation's past-the abolitionists, the populists, the progressives,
the suffragettes, the labor unions-all pursued the vision of a
better society, one more just and humane. This self-same dream
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down through the ages has inspired people to srrive to build a
better world. Great thinkers, leaders and artists have provided
thrilling glimpses of what the species could be if onllour
better natures were allowed to govern human affairs. But even
ordinary people, if you ask them, can describe the outlines of
a better society. They carry around the vision inside them;
we all do.

f")
)k-

:\,

$
A funny thing happens, however, on the way to securing
this vision. We fall laughably, tragically short. Again and again.
We never even come close. Why?
Luckily for me, I stumbled across androgyny as I was abour
to publicly swear allegiance to perperual misanthropy. But
contemplating androgyny allowed me to revise my perverse
judgment of humanity. Irl simple terms, here is where I have
emerged, Our shared vision of a better society is and must be
rooted in the basic value of cooperation. But cooperation is
neglected and discounted in the prevailing social system which
is rooted instead in the basic value of competition. Now cooperation and competition are both necessary and desirable
features of human societies as they are of ecological systems,
cooperation, to provide stability; competirion, to make room
for the new. There must be a balance between the two: too
much cooperation, stagnation; too much competition, chaos..
The trouble with our society is that it overrewards competition (e.g. new technologies) and under-rewards cooperation
(e.g. democratic collaboration). Why?
The fundamental reason, it seems to me, why social alternatives rooted in cooperation are neglected is because they
evolve within the side of human nature we call "feminine," a
side of ourselves we have been taught to discount or even despise. Let me explain this a little further in terms of what I
call a "hard" view of the world versus a "soft" view'
,,HARD"

,,SOFT,'

Male

Female

Measurable
Reason

Unmeasurable
Feeling

Analysis
Economics

Intuition

Product
Competition

Process

Science

Elite

Ethics
Cooperation

Religion
Participatory

Specialist

Generalist

Certainty

Uncertainry

All qualities listed have their place in our lives and social
relations. The poinr is that our experience should embody all
these qualities, hard and soft. We should employ these qualities
simultaneously and in conjunction and, through the contrasts
they provide, we can achieve an internal balance. For example,
if you experience an intuitive insight (soft), you must test ii
rigorously through analysis (hard) to determine whether or
not the insight is valid.
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its very suc.cess^is preparing a way for the emergence of a new
and balancing force. The greater the dominancJ of any one
thing, the greater becomes the power of its opposite. The

F\

dominant force has transformed the world into balance with
its own nature, and only a markedly different nature has the
power to unbaiance and bring change into that world.
This principle of a dynamic flowof balance becomes manifest even in the way people of countries such as Vietnam or

China seek their leaders-seeking a person whose personality,
whose nature, whose whole being..hoes the forces they feei
necessary to counter and bring back to balance the forces
dominant in their society ar thar particular time.
Fitzgerald speaks of this in Fire in tbe Lake (g2.25
^ Frances
from
Vintage Books, 201 E. 5Oth St., New york, Ny tOOZ2
(p. 40),

"At the beginning of the first Indochina war paul Mus asked
an old friend of his, a Vietnamese intellectual, whether he
supported the Emperor Bao Dai or Ho Chi Minh. ,,Ho Chi
Minh," said the intellectual. "Ho Chi Minh because he is pointed, whereas Bao Dai is circular like a drop of water. Like
water, he will rot everything he touches. What we wanr is
pointed fire and flames like Ho Chi Minh." As Mus explained,
the traditional Viernamese, like so many peasanr p.opi., ,"*'
history not as a straight-line progression brrt as an'organic

r

fr

On Balance
Androgyny is a much simplified example of a basic principle
by which people of many cultures harmonize their lives and
societies with the ever-changing flow of the universe. That
principle is balance-the seeking or giving of the ingredient
most necessary to counter the dominant direction of life at
any point-to nudge the ever-swinging pendulum of our personalities or societies from a parh of increasing stagnario; or
decay back towards the cenrer of new and vital life.
The I Cbi'ng tells us that everything carries within it rhe
seed for its own downfall-at its moment of greatest splendor

SOLAR
Solar Industry Index,l977, g8 from:
Solar Energy Industry Assn.
1001 Connecticut Ave., N.W.
Washington, DC 2OO36
This nerv directory, by SEIA, of the
solar energy industry contains much
good material but has most of the drawbacks of the prototype "ERDA 75,'

F

directory published I-1/2 years ago by
FIRDA. 'l'he new (SEIA) directory gives
names, addresses and products of several hundred manufacturers, sales companies and consultants involved in solar
heating, windmills, etc. Some of the
entries provide useful specifications of
products and services.
But the shortcomings of the directory
are lmpre sslve:

cycle of growth, fruition, and delay; for them theseieasonal
changes were associated with t.*t,ri.s and pictures-the images
as old as China itself. In times of prosperity and stability the"
empire appeared circular-the image of water and fecundity,
or a time when, in the words of the great Vietnamese poet,
Nguyen Du, "The emperor's virtues spread like rain over all
the land, penetraring deeply into the hearts of men." Inevirably times would change' rich and secure, the dynasty would
isolate itself from the people and grow corrupr-rhe image of
degeneration, the stagnani pool. Then revoluiion would-comethe cleansing fire to burn away rhe rot of the old order. At
such times the Vietnamese would look for a leader who, in
his absolute rectitude, his puritanical discipline, would iead
the communiry back ro the strengrh and vigor of its youth.
And it was this picture that the Viet Minh and the Viet Cong
presented to the Vietnamese of the twentieth century.,' _T-B

. _ Only a small fraction of the existing
solar-energy companies are listed. For
example , only 35 companies the names
of which start with "Solar . . ." are
listed. Yet this reviewer knows of 150
such companies.
There is no inclusive index or list

.

of

companies. If you wish to find out
about Solar Such-and-Such Corp., you
must first guess which of eight broad
categories is applicable-which of eight
alphabetical indexes to cohsult. These
are scattered about. Thev have no clear
titles. There are no tabs Lr finder-flags.
. The subject categories are somewhat
arbiuary, vague, overlapping. Many
firms are described (somewhat repetitiously) under several categories. Crisp,
meaningful categories such as collectors,
glazing, storage tanks, instruments, controls, are conspicuous by their absence.
. University groups are omitted. professional scicieties are omitted. Nearly
all foreign companies are omitted. Ar-

chitects are omitted. Solar home owners
are omitted.
o There is no cross index of persons.

.

Most of the entries were prepared by
the companies themselves and ire filled
with self-serving claims and, in some
instances, highly inflated boasts.
Some of rhe glamorous-appearing
presentations pertain to companies

.

consisting of little more than two or
three men with high hopes and low overhead.

.

A 65-page section near rhe back of
the volume is devoted to elementary discttssions of solar design principles and
solar heating economics. Such tutorial
material is out of place in a directory.
Is the directory on rhe whole valuable? Perhaps, if the reader remembers
that many of the companies listed are
miniscule and hundreds of important
companics have been omitted. The

price ($8) is gratifyingly low. -William

A. Shurcliff
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to^o_ls go for "functional,, prices,.usually
712 or 2/3 the price
f1l..d a Iong and ircreasingly expensive trip to town
of Sears or Wards catalogs. But, in addition to t nor"ing'n;*
:il.-h::
ror a costly new part which might even have to be
item prices as a baseline-to bargain aolvn f.orn,
back_
one must learn
oroered weeks or months. No one is likely to forget
how to negoriate. It's fun, Botl first offers neaer
such help,
count.Thev
and it's returned in kind.when you need,"-.,tiig.
only establish the boundaries within which the ii"ri
In f".m ''
pl*.
*iil
country, people know who specializes in what kini
be arrived at. Don't betray your eagerness for
of
firch
either the item
or at least is more likely to have what's needed than
or the exciring process of'dlaling i6elf; both must ultimatelv
20 other
tarmers. Also, some firchers enjoy collecting it so
much they
.r you musr fake it if they do. Learn ro go
are.wiiling ro serve as depots for ihose who?ind firch
i:^TT::l
ror an hour and come back later with the same
but have
^way
offeiwhenit,s
no immediate use for it. Of course, such contributors
near quirting time for th.e seller. It may be gone,
to
the
but if not,
collective firch have 1st dibs ou.. ihor. who haven,t given
chances are very good it,s yours._At p,1nfi.
!"f.r, especially
lately, somewhat analagous to a blood bank.
the expert.firchei.checks out the price ranges of
Next time we'll cover firch organization and maintenance.
ll1l..rt,
rtems rn advance and doesn,t let,,auction fiver,,
leai to win_
Meanwhile, remember the 3rd pi!.
but,losing
bargain. police, city, counry, srate
:119,,^11
l,dsurplus salesthe
and
federal
-by Lee Johnson, with help from
Iists,and catalogs come when you ger
David Katz, Ken Smith &
on their mailing lists. For federal agenciZs,
.rii yor. lo""l
Dexter Bacon
Federal Information Cenrer under i,U.S. Gov,r.i,
in the white
p,agp.s, or write your Congressperson
or the agency involved for
the^forms that you fill out ro ger on the list.
Sllu"g. firch.ing gets us intJ lumber, *indorv and
ornare
rlreplace
".
recycling. you'll need trucks, tools, fast_workins
and bonding. which is forfeited if everything;;;fl.
.S
:l:l1r
srte
rs not gone ar the date specified in the
contracal ff yo"
S
are not a recycling center, a group of independent
firchers s
parricular demolition in exchange for
::Tlf :".g.rher on aappoint
S
one or cwo people to
:i.:'i::iy-"ll'l-bu,
S
.i
me group ln contract negotiations or the conira.t.r,"
*ill
oo,
large jobs,"different salvage companies *f,i.fi-:
Tl]i^Y,i:^91
specialize
in rerioval or ur.ior, -i;;;irl,
after anorher, bur more likely a ,"b
i, u-#i,,
for,final clean-up. To get informarion on ."*
n
-*.ri"["r.i...
meral and gJass, watch scrap metal and iu_U.,
:T:^_u:lr-b.r,
I
prices in ne.wspaper wa.,t
or call up tnJr. J.riirg ri;"'"" S
'
"ds,
wastes you're interested in.
^.
enjo.yabte part of firching is trading with
otncr
tlrchers. Among neighbors in rural a.eas who
^.rTt:t"b^y^:1.^.:r,
aepe"na
in many other ways, firching is a long_'term
:1:i:,Li"_,\.,r
proposrtlon. you're doing a favor that sau.ia farmer
or
es

,.ir.r.nt

;;;?;il;;;:'
;";il;;;,

;

t
r" t

\

URE.
R.io-Dy namic Agric ult ure : An I ntroduc_
tton,Herbert H. Koepf, B D. petter-

son and Wolfgang Schaumann, 1976,

429 pp.. $12.00, published by Anthro_
posophic Press, Spring Valley, New
York, and distributed by:

Bio-Dynamic Literature
P.O. Box 253
Wyoming, Rhode Island 0289g
This is the book a lot of people have
been waiting for. It is the mosr readable
and comple te description of the princi_

pres and practrces

r

of bio_dynamic farm_
ing available in English. The book is a
com.prehensive text on agriculture from
the bio-dynamic pcrspeciiver soil sci_
ence, plant science. and animal husband_

ry are discussed with an emphasis upon

the inter-relatedness, the wholenessl
balance and health which are characteristic of rhe B.D. approach. Sio-dynamic
theory, rooted in the original eig'ht
lecrures of Dr. Rudolf Sieiner <igz+1,
is explained, interpreted and related
io

actual farming techniques emDloved bv

suc53;sfu.l bio-dynamil farms in

bu.op.

and North America. Results of 50 yeirs
of scieqtific research into aspects of the
B.D. approach are also included and ex_
plained. Perhaps the most welcome fea_
ture of this new book is its detailed de_
scription of actual farms under bio_
dynamic management. The central
philosophy of bio-dynamics regards

mystenous movement since we first
heard a.bout companion planring

-Woody Deryckx
f,11
I

each farm as a distinct, living e"ntity
an

orgarism-which, while certainly not

isolated from the resr of the living earth,
has a cerrain biological inregriry ;d a
balanced wholeness of its own. Dr.
Koepf's book demonstrates the value
of this approach by revealing detailed
rccords of inputs, yields anJthe intcrnal
f low of marrer and energy wirhin
indi_
vidual farms. Even the economics of bio_

dynamic agriculture is discussed, as is
the cooperative quality control and

certttlcatlon program and marl<eting
network.among European gro*..r. "Thi,
rs an exciting and revealing book; I rec_'
ommend it to farmers, to agricultural
screntlsts,_to everyone's local library,
and especially to all of us who h"u. b.en
trying to understand chis exciting yet

Klein, 1977, $2.50 Irom,
Center for Community Economic
Development
639 Massachusetts Avenue, Suite 316
Cambridge, MA 02139
The recent surge of intcrest in community canneries has resultcd in a growing
number of such centers-diffe*r..,, *iy,
they can he ser up end operated, wheic
to buy equlpment and scrounge uscd
machinery, the costs and ben&its of
community canning, health and insur_
ance regulations, the history of small_
scale_ canning, and the impacts of sea_
sonal operation on efforti to make such
centers self-supporr ing. A valuable guidc
ror any group considcring such opera_

tions.

-TB
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Owner-bu.ilt compost privies, costing less than
$50 to build,

are receiving more and more attenti6n as cosrs
of conventional
sewer or sepric tank systems become several
thousand dollars
per nouse. Compost privies generally rely on
some combina_
uon oI rhree processes for preventing possible disease prob_
lems., 1) "Hot" composting that l.,r.iah. f,."i

.orn-

r: krlt parhogens and.evaporare urine, 2)
"i "..obi.
Biological
||:llg^
p_reoators-bugs
in normal soil that ear the pathogens, ind 3)

environments (cold, ulrraviolet, pHj etc.)*that starve'
Retention rim.-iJ*irjir," sewase
wnere :Tflhogens.
noth_rngcan get to it for six months tJa year (asin
Llvus or )J-gal. drum privy) forms a combination of the a
lat_
ter rwo processes. In the absence of thorough health
testingof
many unirs, and because of
.the .variability Jf operating praE_
tices, many people-use a redundant
.o-birr"rL'n of tn?i. pro_
cesses to.ensure safety-often, performing
a hot compost process on rhe wastes after they have been
iiolated fo. i p.riJof
time, and then restricting the use of tn. .ornp*t on
food
crops, play areas, etc.
Detailed health studies of the first two processes
have been
la.de and they seem to operare satisfacrorily under most con_
ditions, but rreatment by hostile .nui.onrn.'nr, f
r.nr.._p*_
hensive study. Claims hjve been
*lin u"riou, a.gr"i, of
substantiation, that exposure to -ra.,
the sun, cold and bacteria
populations of soil through a winter is ad.quai.
treatmenr in
Adding lime or wood ashes ,o
the pH
-ou.
::T.:..1t-j,,...
aoove IL) (a common privy management process),topr
rn_
dl8esrion and producrion oT odors,'and may by
itself
1:T.?]:
provlcle- adequate treatment. And just setting
the wastes aside
in a sealed but vented 5S-gallon dium for an'extended
period
has.been proposed as the iimpler,,"f. *"y-,o'a."t
*itti;;;;g.
health problems. Thorough resting on ,n"1.
f.oposals needs
to be carried out
Ho.stile

.:ll:l

r

?

.lnitial experience with both commercial and home_built
units has revealed a number of common op.ruiion"t
proli.rn,
.,-l1ral. be i1S overu se and urine overload.'M;;;
;i
;*:_T::,f
tne rnltlal demonstration Clivus installations were
made in
demonstration houses, schools o,,.r."..t lnriitut.,
"nd for
m.ore people than the single famity
::l"1ns 1a1r
ylrlch rhe{,were designed. Beer parties, campgro'und use, or
nome rnsrallations where little kitchen *^rt. iu",
added to
compost and generate heat to evaporate moisture
have caused
waterlogging and anaerobic action (and smell)
in large units
and physical overflow in small oner The smail,
etect"ricattyheated units have.had problems with arying
;r'baking the'
wastes into brick-hard masses. Exhaust i"nl
in bathrJoms with
compost toilets have drawn the exhaust from the
toilets into
the room (solution, put rhe fan in the toif.i u.nt
stack). The
vent systems of many models draw from 2O
to 4O cubic feet
or atr per mlnute out of the house. During hcating
seasons,
that can be a significant hea^r.loss, The ma"in
however,
;;;biems,
conrinue to be l) urine, 2) flies, 3) smells anh +i
nealttl sai.1y-'
(pathogen destruction).

:il:l :l

r

.O Urine is a problem because almost every compost privy is
based on aerobic composring, and the
-oi'rrri. l" the urine
Keeps alr trom the wastes. As a result, many
privy builders
try to separare as much of the urine poriibl. fiom
the
compost pile. Some, such as the Farallones
",
urban house, in_
stall a separate urine toilet (3 g"f ton n"1t
f.;;;;*d ;;

Farallones' most recent composting priay, with
seat and platform built

for squatting or sitting.

holding tank, which dilutes rhe urine auromatically for
appli_
cation.to a garden. Others, such as Ken Kern, let the urine
the.compost and drain into an anaerobic (septic)
I'lt:r t^hl:ugl'
others (Biopot desjgn) filter the urine through '
,,,Tf:-Srill
lrmestone, ashes and charcoal to neutralize it before
a soak pit. And some peopie p". or, ,...r.

into

Aiinlng

a

Flies are alway.s a problem to deal with. They can
wiggle
aery, small spaces, and it takes .*tr...iy
carefu'i"craftr
lf l"r,g.h and penodic
mansnlp
monitoring (particularly on large units)
to seal access points and keep rh'em sealed. The
55_gailon
score high here again because of their so"lid, strong
*l:ll:
a.ncl slmple construction. Vents should
be screened with mesh"
fine enough to exclude fruit flies
<-"ifJf"frolaboratory
s^upply houses, or use cloth.and windowscreen)Even a peiunit witl.get flies in tt a"rirj rr..'Spiders, beetles,
f:.;Ypyrethium
::,11..,
and
spray h"ave b.en us.J f;;?;;;;"j,

O Odors are usually tied ro anaerobic activiry caused by urine
wate.rlogging, and to the absence of adequate venting,
and is
usu.ally solved by resolving rhose problems (insulatin"g
tank,
garden wasres, using windiurbine fans on top"of stack,
1dd.r.ng

dealing with urine separatiiy).
Addition of cellulose_(planr) material is necessary in mosr
situations.to provide carbbn-nitrogen balance for composting,
to maintain a loose enough pile foi air to infiltrat. .".ily,
uni
toa.bsorb excess liquids. Moit_privy makers now warn
againsr
use ot sawdust, as ir is very. difficuit ro compost,
requirJs a lot
of oxygen for its own breikdown, ancl compacts into the pile
.
Straw, dirt, garden and kitchen clippings r..- ,o get highest
scores from most people.
Legalization of owner-built units still remains a hurdle in
most areas. The Oregon legislature is now considering a bill
to tegatne compost toilets. Drum privies can now be*legally
constructed in Marin and Mendocino Counties in CalifJrnia.
Though commelcially-made compost toilets
no* legal in
a number of states, they almost invariably have
"r" not tested or
approved owner-built units. A broad testing program ro resolve
r^?T..""of the remaining que.stions of perfoniancJand
reliabiliry
of drtterent designs is needed to male broader legalization

possible.

t
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O OPERATION'

* Six inches or more of loose, dry sawdust or straw

I

frr

should be placed in the bottom of the drum before initial
use to absorb moisture.
* Two cups of straw, peat moss, etc. should be added to
the drum after every use. A supply of such material
should be kept next to the seatbox or squatplate. A number of. pe ople report difficulties with using sawdust, saying it is hard to composr and tends to m"it down in the
drum and prevent air circulation. The purpose of adding
such materials is to absorb what moisture doesn't evapo-rate, keep the pilc loose so air can circulate, and help^
balance the carbon/nitrogen ratio for composting.
* Kitchen food wastes can be added to the drum as desired, but garbage that has sat around the kitchen accessible to flies may introduce fly eggs into the pile and
a,ggr av ate insect problems.
x Ammonia odors indicate too much moisture from
urine-add more straw. Rotten egg odor indicates overcompacted or drowned and anaerobic pile-needs more

to manage for further composting. A full drum weighed about
450 pounds.
Our present system is working very well. Drums are vented
both inside and out during use and in subsequent storage. The
by-product is a mellow humus with no foul qualities. The
drums are srarted with 12" of sawdust and wood chips in the
bottom to absorb liquid wastes. Wirh each use, a one:pound
coffee can of sawdust mixed with some wood ashes iiadded
to the drum. Although the addition of this quantity of other
organic materials has resulted in a shortening of the anricipated
rotation (one drum will serve a family of four for four months),
it is an excellent trade-off when it comes time to change drums.
They are light enough for two people to move. No handling of
the contenrs is necessary. The drum loads are simply layerJd
into the cenre r of a newly-made compost piie along with other
organics: weeds, leaves, kitchen wastes and other animal
manures. Although the drums do heat up during use, we feel
it is important to introduce the contenrs of a dium into an
additional composring process where thermophylic temperatures are assured. Final disposition of the composr is for fer-

tilizing trees and flowers.
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straw, turning, or less urine.
Be prepared to deai with inevitable flies, gnats and
midges with Baytex from a toilet dealer, pritt's white flv
spray for,greenhouses, super-phosphate, ashes, chopped
nightshade, porato or tomaro foliage, mothballs, or as
a last resorr- pest strips (other than Shell No-pest Strips).
Check privy periodically. for possible entry places for
insects and correct conditions as needed.

*

O URINE' If desired, urine may be collected separately
through a urinal, urine toilet, funnel and hose attaihed toend
of squat plate, or drained off from the bottom of the drum,
and then diluted 5 to 1 with water for applicarion to rree roors
or garden. Most people claim there are no pathogen problems
with urine, but we're not absolutely certain-noimal'precautions ofnot using on roor crops, etc. should probablf be
followed.

a STORAGE: Install a screened and raincapped vent in
one.of the bungholes (preferably thc larger one) of lids used
tllled.drums_. Replace drums when ful1, cap with a vented
,ror
lid, roll vigorously and store. Drums in storage should be
rolled monthly. Various oprions for treatmeit of the compost
are being followed, but not enough testing has occurred yet to
determine which treatments/com-binationi are adequately safe.
Options being used or tested are,
*

Hot.composring-placing contents in the center of

a

large (more rhan one cubic yard) layered compost
pile
using additional animal manure, plant materiais and

water, rurning pile every 4th day for 24 d,ays or unril
cool. Temperature should reach 140.F., ani at least 6,,
of plant materials should cover the pile to keep flies out.
x Retention time-store in drums for
one year, rolling

drums monthly to keep aerated.
* Bury.
x Truck drums yearly to sewage plant
or land application.
O USE OF COMPOST:
* Apply and disc a 2- t.o 4-inch layer as soil conditioner

for lawn or landscape planting.

* Apply 25-250 lbs. per 100

sq.

ft. in shallo,,v

rrenches

tn tbe garden
int
en at
atlelst
least 6 months to a year
verr before
hefore

nlenti,
planting

crops. Not recommended for root crops.
* Use 1- to 2-inch layer for surface *itrh.
* Mix with equal volume of peat and sand
or soil for use
LS potting mixture for house plants.

Perseverance

with this experimentation

has

brought us to

the brink of our social system's tolerance for deviation from
the norm. Both the stati and the county are threarening ro
demolish our homes. Meanwhile, the flush toilet contin-ues to
cau.se.irreparable harm to aquatic environments, squanders
dwindling supplies of fresh warer and places communities in
debt for generations in order to finance massive wastewater
collection and treatment facilities. In dreams which transcend
our own simple wishes, we envision the day when metropolitan
are as apply much the same principles to their waste manage-

ment problems: minimum flush or no-flush toilets; moduLr
units which may be collected and transporred in much the
same fashion as garbage and trash; and lomposting srarions
where the by-products are sold ro farmers fbr fertilizer, the
profits from which may be applied ro reduce ove rall cosrs.
In the Far East, farmers placed their privies adjacent to
roads in hopes that passing strangers would take advantage of
their convenience and use them. Out here on the frontier: it,s
a long way between comfort stations.
Paradise Velley

Mtrch
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-

Applied Solar Energr: An Introduction,
Aden and Marjorie Meinel, 1976, Addison-Wesley Publishing Co., a review Lry

Frances deWinter in Solar Age, April
197 7 , back issues $2.50 from:
Solar Age

200 East Main St.
PorrJervis, NY IZZTI
There's a rime in any movement when
older participants feel that their formerly "new" or "weird" idea, like solar
energy for the narion and the world, is
so well-established, popular and politically accepted that it's safe to be a bit
more critical of its promoters. Earlier,

f

when there were just a handful of oftdismissed solarites mumbling about the
sun's potential, such "internal dissensibn" was easily turned against us and
the solar cause. But now, with solar
energy an indusiry and a presidential
mandate, with a large and growing national association, it is entirely appropriate to get picky about exaggerarions, incorrect basic equations and taking credit
for others' earlier, patented inventions.
That's what Mr. deWinter has done
in a long, well-crafted and -referenced
article wirh plenty of personal feelings
about ethics and values. Be sure to
read it if you hoped the Meinels' book
wouid be useful on optics and heat
transfer.

and community-city planners, outlines
a series of specific program recommendations prepared for ERDA on what
ERDA could do ro remove existing
barriers to solar energy. The 7-pp. memo
covers 1) greatly expanded public education, 2) use of Community Block
Grant funds and public works programs
to build and install solar units, 3) modifications of ERDA's grant-making procedures, and 4) potential for widespread
solar applications to meer industrial
needs. Free for a stamped, self-addressed
envelope to the address above.
-LJ
Community-Scale Soft Energy Info
Needed: The City of Berkeley, Ca., ser
up an Alternative Energy Commission
in Decemtrer '76 to develop a city-wide
energy plan which included soft-technology approaches. The Committee for
New Energy, the local lobbying group
which worked to have the Commission
set pp, is now seeking information on
community-scale renewable energy op-

tions. If you can help, send info to,
Joe Alcamo

Committee for New Energy
Berkeley Ecology Center
2179 Allston Way
Berkeley, CA 94704

Critical reassessments are in the air,
it seems. See Bill Shurcliff's review on
SEIA's solar directory in this solar section
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the news means, the story behind the
headlines and press releaies, and that
is something no other solar publication
does. If you like the wheat sifted frorn
the chaff, you'11 enjoy S.O. Or get your
library to subscribe. -LJ

INFORMATION
As information networkers we often
have the experience of looking through
all our various card files for someoneis
phone number until a bystander inno-

cently suggests trying the phone book.
Of course! And often it works. But if
it's a married woman you have to know
her husband's name (though now rhar

may be changing). If it's a governmenr
agency ybu have ro go rhrough the
agonies of switchovers and relerrals.
And if it's oniy a vague feeling you have
that such and such a service iJoffered
somewhere in the city? county? state?
federal? governmenr;you're rlally our

of luck.
Yet the phone book could be a useful tool-virtually everyone is listed in ir,
after all. Jim Long has had quite a lot of

experience in putting together directories and is beginning ro work on rhe
phone companies in Oregon to put together what he is calling the Green
Pages to organize and classify service
agencies according to problem headings
and to generally make the phone book
a more usefui tool for information and
referral. If you would like to keep up

with the progress of this effort or would
like to know more abour his ideas. he'd
be glad to respond.

, -LJ

Jim Long
Washington County Community
Action Organization
546 East Baseline Rd.
Hillsboro, OR 97 123
503/6+8-6647

Two,excellent, inexpensive items are
available from:
CSPI Energy Project
Center for Science in the Public
Interest
57 S Sr., N.W.
Washington, DC 20009
"Solar Economics Revisited," by Alan
Okagaki & Ken Bossong, 6 pp., 1977,
40d to above address. Through a shorr
series of simple steps, the homeowner
thinking about installing a solar water
heater can 1) determine how much such
a system would cost and 2) compare
that cost with electricity, natural gas
and oil priccs. As a guide. cosr comparisons are done for New York, Los Angeles and St. Louis. Highly recommended
as the step before you buy a detailed
d:sign manual, solar heater D-I-y plans
or a commercial system.
"Solar Commercialization," valuable
to all citizens' energy organizarions,
consumer lnterest groups, environmental
educators, neighborhood associations

STPP iriews, monthly, free from,
Science, Technology and public
Policy Program
Political Science Dept.
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Purdue University
West Lafayette, IN 47907

If you're into technology assessment,
you'll find this interesting and useful.
A receltf issue included an article bv
Denis Hayes; information on projefts,
programs and conferences across the

country; reviews on population, energy,
Solar Outlooft, edited by Sreven Davis,
weekly, 4 pages per issue, $67 /yr. from,
Observer Fublishing Co.
1054-31st St., N.W.
Washington, DC 2OOO7
No other publication reports as much
insider's info on trends in solar energy

or does so as often. It tries to. tell what

environment, international development; lists of Congressional publications;
selected items from pcriodicals and

journals; access to new universi[y re-

portsfrook and f ilm rcviews; and, last

but not least, poetry and cartoons.
Prof. Joseph Haberer, thc ediror, scems
not only to know what he's about but
to also enjoy it immensely! -LJ
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Solar Greenhouse Update
Seems

like,

as

my salty father would

say

say, "all hell's breaking loose" in the
heat- and food-producing greenhouse
world. But then it is good weather now,
even here in slug land, and food prices

from fossil-fueled agribusiness are still

moving upwards, pushed by rising
energy costs and drought. So it's only
natural that a spate of fresh plans, reports and queries should find their way

into the RAIN mailbox.

The Noti Solar Greenhouse reporr is
mentioned in this issue 's "passive Solar
Design" section. Novel design features
include a sauna whose wood heater can
also be used ro assist in keeping the
greenhouse temperatures above freezing
and a thermal mass of loose, dark rockJ

held upright behind reinforcing wire.
Domestic Technology Instirute offers
complete plans for its "Solar-Reliant
Greenhouse," Series No. 77001-GH, for
$7.50 (or $8.25 from Environmental
Action Reprint Service). Ir costs abour
$1,000 in materiais to build and covers
152 sq. ft. in ground area. The five
large plan drawings cover all construction details; list the tools, materials and
construction procedures; explain how
to prepare for planting; where to put
various plants; how the greenhouse is
designed for various heating and cooling modes; and how to build it as an
added source of home heat; and give
guidelines for operating it in different
regions and seasons. They are excellent
except f-or the fact that reading the rext
is so difficult that I can't recorirmend
the plans until they're redone much
more clearly, with letters and words
not packed so close together. If you've
poor eyesight, forget it . . . the ,,m's"
and "w's" are murderl DTI's address is
Box 2O43, Evergreen, CO 80439;
EARS's is 2239 E. Colfax, Denver, CO
80206. Malcolm Lillywhite and rhe crew
at DTI also lead excellent workshops at

the Institute and are offering an entire
series of solar plans in the near future.
Send a stamped, self-addressed envelope for their publications pricelist and
workshop dates.
Every so often we get questions
about organic hydroponics. If that's
something you're into, check out Rick
Kasprzak's $5, 80 pp., book, Tbe passiae
Solar Greenbouse and Organics Hydroponics: A Primer.lt's got 30 pages on
greenhouse design and construciion; 40
on hydroponics: commercial vs. organic,
solutions. results, guides to nutrient
mixtures; 3 pages on economics; 4 on
72-vok lighting sysrems and costs; and
3 on water storage systems. As far as I
hnow it's the first thing on narural
hydroponics since Jim deKorne's book.
Using parts of it, Rick recenrly won
third prize ($2,500) in Mother Eartb
Ne,u.rs' Food Self-sufficiency Competition, judged by John Todd, Gil Friend,
Helen & Scott Nearing, Howard Odum
and David Brower. Order it from R.L.D.
publications, Box 1443, Flagstaff, AZ
86002.
While in the Midwest U.S. learning
about methane at ERDA's Fuels from
Biomass Symposium (see Methane),
Ken Smith and I also got a chance to
visit Hans, Pam, Ben, Hito and Rustv

at Windworks and stayed with John
Schade of U. Wisconsin's Access program in Milwaukee. The garage behind
the solar remodeled Access house has an
attached greenhouse from which a
manual has been produced. It's called
.Solar Greenhouse Project Manual (by
Prindiville, McGeen, Buell and Blum),
is 14 pages long and costs $1.40 (10d
per page) plus 30d shipping and hand-

ling from Access, Univ. of WisconsinMilwaukee, School of Architecture &
Urban Planning, Milwaukee, WI 53201.
They've a number of other useful publications, so ask for their pricelist.
Recently we gor word that Bruce
Bugbee and Ken Kern are gathering
material for a book to be called Tbe
Owner-Built Greenbouse, Design &
Management (A Sttrdy ofVegetable
Culture in C ontrolled Enaironments).
They plan to include case studies of
unique designs and successful horticultural practices as they relate to food
production, all with an emphasis on

growing winter vegetables in northern
home greenhouses. lf you can assist
them by testing vegetable varieties bred
for optimal growth under low light
intensities and low temperaturei, by
serving as a potential case study of your
work, or by sharing youi^ greenhouse
failures and succ€sses, please write to
Bruce Bugbee, Vegetable Crop Dept.,
Hunt Hall, Univ. of California, Davis,
CA95616. They'll be touring the U.S.
soon and may be able to drop by if you
write them fast.
Finally, Woody Deryckx rightfully
chastised me for failing to menrion that
Two

olar Aquaculture-Greenh ouse
for Western Wasbington: A
Preliminary Report, by Becky and
Woody Deryckx and Howard Reichmuth, is available for $2 from Hunter
Action Center, Evergreen State College,
S

Systems

Olympia, WA 98505. 'Ihe 51-page
document explains a Tilth-Ecotope

Group-Bear Creek Thunder joint ven-

ture funded by Community Services
Admin. Granr No. OOO71.-'t-75lOI
through I-Iunger Action. Two facilities
were built at Pragtree Farm near Arlington, Wash., a small rhombicube octahedron and a parabolic north wall
greenhouse. They were part of an attempt to 1) determine the feasibility
of integrating warm-water aquaculture

into greenhouses designed for the
Western Washington climate and 2)
develop optimally efficient food-raising
for use by low-income families and
individuals.
That's $16.20 worrh of info to keep
you from re-inventing the wheel; cheap
if you spend $500 to $1000 in materials.
However, why not show this ro your
local librarian and try to get rhem ro
order them. Saves you money and gives
others access to the publications too.
Well, that's it for now. Let me know
if there's other staff to mention and
be sure to eye "Passive Solar Design"
in this issue for greenhouse applications.

-LJ
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Mobilizing support for the above programs could have a
for regional a.t. groups in the futurei however, time
is short, and to be effective, initiatives must be taken right
away. I h-ope you will be able to get the word out quick*ly to
a.t. people in your region about these opportunitiei for jction.
oig payoff

Members of Congress with Interests in AT+ or Related Topics
(e.g. Solar)

Mclntyre* (N.U.;, Brooke* (Ma), Hart* (Coto), Glenn* (Ohio),
Leahy* (Vt), Culver* (lowa), Humphrey* (Minn), pell (RI),
Heinz (Pa), Kennedy (Ma), Melcher* (Mont), Javits (Ny),

Nelson (Wis), Hathaway (Maine), Muskie* (Maine), Cransron

(Calif), Gravel* (Ark), Baucus+ (Mont), Jeffords* (Vt),
Ottinger* (NY), Drinan* (Ma;, Richmond* (Ny), Weaver+
(Ore), Harrington* (Ma), Ambro* (NY), Bedell* (lowa),
Pattison (NY), Brademas* (lnd), Koch (Ny), Moakley* (Ma),
Mottl* (Ohio), Panetta (Calif), pickle (Tex), Oberstai* (nlinn),
McKinney* (Conn), Rose* (NC), Dodd (Conn), Roybal (Calif),
Runnels (NM), Vanik (Ohio), Long (Md), Chisolm (Ny),
Mitchell (Md), Roe (NJ), Wylie (Ohio), Roberts (Tex), Lehman (Fla), Ciausen (Calif), Yates (Ill), Spellman (Md), Steers
(Md), Patterson* (Calif), Anderson (Calif), O'Brien (tll).
Some additionai federal agency acriviries related to a.r.
which regional groups might wish to ger involved with, most
of which have a longer time frame, are listed below,

Natiott.al Sc,iettce Foundation funded Eugene Eccli,
''fheccil Cook and Ann Becker to do a ruru.y of a.t. activities

rn the.U.S., identifying institutional barrieis and possible
remedies. As part of this study, a directory is being prepared
of about 30O a.t.-related groups across th; .or_r.,t.1i. th.
Office of Exploratory Researih and problem Assessmenr
which funded the project is now planning to hold a conference on a.t. For further information, contact L,ynn preston,
Office of Exploratory Research (NSF, 1g00 G Sr., N.W.,
Washington, DC 20550, ZO2/634-7181), or Eugene Eccli,
Design Alternatives, Inc. (1312 18th St., N.W., Washington,
DC 20036, 2o2t 223-63 3 6).

oTh.e Department of Housing and I|rban Deuelopment is distributing $10 miilion in 10 states with high eleitric rares ro
provide $400 grants to homeowners to install solar hot water
he aters. Massachusetts,, for example, will have 1 3 7 5 such
grants to give out. For information, contact David N,loore,
Chief of Solar Heating and Cooling Demonstrarions, HUD
(451 Seventh St., S.W., Washington, DC 20410, 2OZ/75555

O'fhe new heads of the Enaironmental protection Agency

and the Council on Enpironmental euality, Dougla-s CJstle
and Charles Warren, seem to be sympathetic to a.t., so
now might \e a good time to apply io EpA for grants reiated
to a.t., such as sewerless toilet systems, recyclin! solid waste,
and. biological pest controi. Contacts include peggy Hansen
in the Resource Recovery Division, Office of Solid Waste
(EPA, 401 M Sr., S.W., Washington, DC 20460), Bob
Bastian in the Office of Warer program Operations (ZOZI+26_
897 6), and Bill Holmberg in the Office of pesticide pro_
grams (202/7 ss-8292).

As the above descriptions indicate, a lot of acrivities related
to a.r. are just starting to emerge on the federal level, and it is
rmporrant that the a.t. community have ways of getting infor_
mation on rhese activities and influe ncing their ea'rly eriol,rtion
I'm afraid, however, there isn,t an adequite channei at present
. to get such informarion our to the graslroots a.r. peopli and
to make their views felr in Washingion. Hopefully, NIAT will
provide some of this capability oni. it gets'geared up. It may
also be useful to begin ro evoive a natioial flderation for a.i.
made.up of regional a.t. groups, which, among orher things,
would get information out ro rhe grassroots o-n what is hip_
pening in Washington related to a.i. and would give the regional groups some clout in D.C. Such an idea was p-roposed t,,io
years ago by the folks ar RAIN Magzzine. perhaps'it is an idea
whose time has come. I've discussed the concept with a num_
ber of regional a.t. people (at the AAAS meeting in Denver
il F*..r"ry and during Schumacher's visit to Wishington in
March) and so far everyone likes the idea although ,Jrn. ,..
skeptical about how such a federarion would suiport itself.
What do you think?
Write and let me know. I'll probabll' be writing more on rhis

later.

Peace,

Craig Decker
Nerv England Appropriate

6r).

Technology Nerwork
8 St. Paul St.
Cambridge, MA O2I39

Commerce Department will probably shortly be authorized
to fund new pubLic works projeus in Wyoming, No. Dakota,
So. Dakota and DC, and perhaps in other locaiities which
haven't previously applied for public works money (the bill
is in conference now). A.T. projects such as community
greenhouses and community alternative energy utilities
could fall under this program. EDA may also get aurhorization for a Drought Relief Program, which could fund local
agencies and nonprofit companies to do water conservation
And recycling projects. Also, an EDA energy task force is
onsidering proposing a loan program for alternatiue sourccs
and E., N.W., Washington, DC 2OZ3O,2O2/377-2162).
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o A.T. International (ATI), a nonprofit corporation created
to develop a.t.'s in developing countries, will shortly get its
first million dollars from the Agency for International De_
velopmenr (AID) in the State D.p"itment. ATI is expected
to have an gq.rrlilg budget of around $10 million a'year,
most of which will go for a.t. research in developing coun_
tries, but some of which may go to U.S. a.r. groups. For
information contacr Ted Owens, Division ofiechnical
Assistance, AID (320 21st St., N.W., Washingron, DC 20523,
2OZl632-2944, or Kristin Shannon, Vice Chiirman of the
ATI Board, c/o Owens (2O21387-570O).

oThe Economic Deaelopment Adminis*ation (EDA) in the

of energt. For information conracr Anne Berlinger, EDA
(Department of Commerce, 14th St. between Constitution

7977 RAIN

617

/864-6841

oFor more details on many of the aboue programs, contact
Craig Decker at tbe aboae address.
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JUNGLE
DRUMS
THE VOID.SNATCHERS

Dear RAIN:

Just bumped into anotber one of tbose
little traps u)e set up for ourselaes we
talk and write about the tbings we know
about, and silently step around tbose
ooids we don't know. And no one else
thinks about tbem because we're

so

busy tbinking and talking about ubat
we know about. Tbose aoids are real

important, thougb-all RA/N ls is a lot
of people's old aoids that some one

of

up on and peeked into.
Send us some nert ooids-ubat important tbings aren't ue cooering? Wbat do
you really uant to know about but are
afraid to ask? Wbat does your stomacb
say sbould be happening wbich eoerytbing else says is impossible? We won't
us haoe snuck

promise an)/ answers. We'll print some
of your questions-dnd somewhere out
tbere someone of you will already baae
tiptoed up and peeked into tbat aoid
because no one remembered to tell .yoa
to step quietly past. -TB

I

Dear Lane,

Thank you so much for the excellent
article on earthworms; thought Steven
did a super job. The review of our book
Earthworms for Ecologjt and Profit was
also greatly appreciared.
Just wanted to correct you on two
other titles menrioned, Biology of Eartbuorms znd Harnessing tbe Eartbworm,
which are now published by Bookworm.
Have enclosed our catalog for your information.
We have a "Year of the Worm" Bookstore Window Display Contest now in
progress to introduce our two new titles
to the public. $500 will be awarded in
prize money for the most creative
BOOKWORM display and free earthworm T-shirts will be available with
book orders. So far the response has
been very rewarding. There is a vast
audience still seeking earrhworm information and sales have been overwhelm-

t

ing'
Sincerely,
Maisie C. Meier

Director of

Sales Prom-

Bookworm Publishing
P.O. Box 655
Ontario, CA 91,7 6I

We currently have a half-time
editor position open at the Northern
Rockies Action Group. We are looking
for someone with skills and experience
in both editing and layout for a l6-page
magazine. An understanding of graphic
design and production principles is required, as well as an abiiity to write and
edit quality material. A more complete
job description and examples of our
magzzine, the

NR/G

Papers, is available

to anyone interested by contacting me.
Thank you for your time.
Sincerely,

o

Laurie A. Lamson
Communications Coord.
Northern Rockies Action

o

tU)

o

Group
9 Placer Street

tr

Helena, MT 59601

406/442-6615
Dear RAIN:

At your suggesrion, I got, through
the library, Forest Farmizg by SholtoDouglas. I share your enthusiasm for
the idea; I dismay ar the wretched
quality of the book. Poorly organized,
redundant, and very little new. Smith
recycled. My specific pique is directed
at the absence of useful references. For
e4ample, for the honey locust he mentions an experiment station in Hayes,
Kansas. No name, no useful address, no
listed publication. I write you to ask if
you know anyone doing any aspect of
forest farming in the northwest. I recently planted about 30 filberts from
Dundee, but that is hardly noteworthy
in this area. Am particularly inrerested
in the honey locust, since it appears
suited to this climate. Moreover, we
have a huge locust growing on "the
land" already. Probably not a honey
but thriving and perhaps indicative of
general suitability. Where might I get
stock? What other trees might survive
here? Persimmon? What of Pau-Pau (?)
Are acorns of Oregon oaks used for

flour?
Who knows the answers to any of
this? I've tried the DNR (state forestry
in Washington), but of course rheir
routine response is "plant Douglas
fir"-after spraying to kill nitrogen-

fixing alder and then spraying with
nitrogen !
I hope to do a bit of investigating on
potentials for energy from wood waste
in Northwest The Northwest Energy
Policy Project had some rarher sraraling
data on potentials and costs. One primary concern I have is thc effect on
forest productivity. Do you know anyone well informed on this?
Sincerely,
Jerry Parker

Rt. 3, Box 492

Port Angeles, WA 98362
Dear Tom:
Can you or any RAIN readcrs supply
us with any resources on rural roa<j ii-'
pair? Our road is a slecp hill. and runofl
from rain makes dcep gullies our of the
wheel tracks. What we have been tloing
is filling up rhe gullies with sledged rock
and making water bars with trees to divert the water off the road. We don't
have money for gravel. Are there any
alternatives you know of? Does this
.

seem

likely ro work?

Sincerely,
David Schumer

Rt. 2, Box 96C
Leslie, AR 72645

-Any

ideas, RAINpeople?
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RAINBOOK: Resources for Appropriate TecbnologSt,
?56 pp., April 1977, $7.95. Resources for changing-our
dreams and communities. Compilation of the best of netN
through Spring"J..977, with much new marerial on economrcs, communications, health, energy, community building
and other areas. Fully indexed. Nore: RAINBOOK incoi
porates A.T. Sourcelists, Coming Around, and most back
issues listed below.
E-cotopia Poster, by Diane Schatz, 2'x3', 93. A reprint

Woodstoaes, Rainpaper No. 1, November 1976, $1. Compiled reprints from articles by Bill Day on selection, main_
tenance and repair of woodstoves of all kinds. Bill is a thirdgeneration repairer of rvoodstoves in portland, Oregon.

J

S.baring Smaller Pies, by To1 Bender, January l9Z5,3gpp.,
$2. Discussion of the need for institutional .hang. tied in'
with energy and economic realities. Begins to lay-out new
operating principles, inclr.rding some criteria for appropriate

of

technology.

the "Visions of Ecotopia" line drawing that appeared in the
April'76 poster issue. Great for coloring.

J

A.T. Sourcelists, Augusr I976, SOq each, any 6 for $2. Two
to five pages each, prepared by RAIN for the California
Office of Appropriate Technology,

lyyloryrytental Design Primer, by Tom Bender, 206 pp.,
197 3, $5 . Meditations on an ecological consciousn.si. Essays
about moving our heads and spacei into the right places.

l)

Liaing Lightly: Energy Conseruation in Housing, by Tom
Bender, 38 pp., 1973,,$2. Early ideas on rhe n;d ior change
rn buildilg and lifestyle; compost privies, Ouroboros projeJt
(self-sufficienr experimenral house in Minnesota) and rhe
"problem of bricks in your toilet."

Z

C,oming Around: An Lntroductory Sourcelist on Appropriate

Z Direct Solar Heating/Cooling
Z Energy Conseruing Landscaping
Z Wind Energlr
J solid waste utilization
J Drying LIp tbe Toilets
J Diseconomies of Scale
J Bioconztersion : Methane Pro duction
J Weatherizing: Home Insulation
! Costs of lJrban Growth
Z Natural Pest Confuol
Z Appropriate Tecbnolog3t
Z Low-Cost Construction
Z

l)

Te.cbnologj/, prepared by Lane deMoll, 12 pp.,,"uirid'
edition, September I976,,$1. A general listing including general theory, economics and energeticr, co-munity, *unif-".-

1urlng, lools and hardrvare, financial institutions, agriculture,
.
health care, shelter, transportation, self-relianc.
Does nor include how-ro publications but directs"ni.n.rgy.
you to ihem.

Employment Impact Staternent, October 1976,2 pp., 50d.
A simple, step-by-step way to figure the employment impacts of a new industry and consider the benefits of different
options.

Back Issues Aaailable, $1 each. Circle those desired,
Vol. I, Nos. 7, B,9; Vol. II, Nos. 1, 2,3,4, 5,6,7/g,9,IO;
Vol. III, Nos. 1, 2,3,4,5, 6. (Vol. II, No. 6 was a posrer
issue;Vol. II, No. 9 was a special issue on Northwest Habitat.)
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Not only does SUN offer the usual

SOLAR
STORES:
Job of the Month
uere planning to feature solar stores
tbis montb's Job of tbe Montb, tben
saw tbat Helene Kassler, tbe new "Sunspot" editor for Not Man Apart had
done a good listing of solar stores in
last montb's issue, so asked if we could
reprint it. Sunspot is a aery useful, information-packed addition to tbe always
excellent NMA. SzEscriptions are $10/
yr. (twice montbly) from Friends of tbe
Eartb, 124 Spear Street, San Francisco,
We

as

cA 9410s.
Shoppers can find the closest thing to
an alternative energy supermarket in
Santa Cruz, California, at Solar Access,
320-1 Cedar Street. They have a variety
of products to choose from, books,
complete solar systems, components,
conservation devices (energy and water),
and do-it-yourself plans.
But Solar Access is not only a place
for buying; it is a place for seeing the

alternatives at work-many of the products are used in the store. The building
is solar heated with a south-facing glass
door, an attached greenhouse and several insulating products to collect, store
and circulate solar energy.
On the East Coast, sun shopping
leads you to The Sky Is Falling in Washington, DC. This store offers books,
appliances, systems, components- just
about all you need. It has everything for

do-it-yourselfers, or the people there
will do it for you. Check them out at
1200 9th Street, N.W., Washington, DC.
There are many other solar stores
that sell a variety of products one or
several manufacturers' goods. The fol-

lowing stores offer three or more brands
of equipment. Sun Store, 427 Wade

*-.\:j1

a-__,-_

Hampton Boulevard, Greenville, South
Carolina 29609 GO3) 242-19O2; Mountain Mechanical Inc., 527O Broadway,
Denver, Colorado 80216, (3O3) 5343000; Benz Enterprises, 7105 Panorama

Drive, Rockville, Maryland 20855, (301)
948-8920.
If you live too far from a solar store,
you might follow the example of Jet
Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) employees, who forme d their own Alternate
Consumer Energy Society (ACES). By
joining together and making bulk purchases from distributors and manufacrurers, they receive hefty discounts on
products like solar panels, insulation,
etc.

Although many of their members
work at JPL (part of California Institute of Technology in Pasadena), ACES
is open to the public for a very small
membership fee.
In addition, ACES arranged for Cal
Tech's credit union to offer low-interest
loans for soiar equipment. If you are
interested in more information about
ACES, contact Gilbert Herrera at Jet
Propulsion Laboratory, 4800 Oak Grove
Drive, Pasadena, CA 91103, (213) 354-

278I.

And if none of the aforementioned
shopping ideas suit you, there is even a
solar mail-in catalog. Just send $2.00 to
SUN (Solar Usage Now), Box 306, 450
E. Tiffin Street, Bascom, OH +4809,
for their 1977 catalog with more than
100 solar and conservation devicesand a 24-page description and explanation of solar heating to boot!

products (systems, compone nts, kits,
insulation), but they also sell the wild
and wacky-solar cigarette lighters, a
solar watch, and a sun blanket for a
glorious tan all year'round.
This list does not even attempt to
cover the hundreds of manufacturers
and distributors who sell their own products directly to you. For a list of those
near you, try the toll-free National Solar
Heating and Cooling Information Center (8OO) 523-2929, or in Pennsylvania,
(8OO) 462-4983. Whatever you want in
a solar product, it probably can be
found somewhere among the solar shopPing

oPtions'

^s

.D-D.,

Many of the above stores might help
you on a consulting basis to set up a
store in your community. The SUN
Catalog (above) ; Specnum, Alternative
Sources of Energy's equipment catalog
($2 from ASE, Route 2, Box 90-A,
Milaca, MN 56353); ERDA's Catalog of
Solar Energlt Heating and Cooling Pro-

ducts, free from ERDA Technical Information Center, P.O. Box 62, Oak
Ridge, TN 3783O;the Solar Energ5t
Index, $8 from the Solar Energy
Industries Association, 1001 Connecticut Avenue, N.W., Washington, DC
20036 (see review this issue); and various solar periodicals such as Solar Engineering Magazine (free to "professionals"), 8435 Stemmons Freeway, Suite
880, Dallas, ^tX 7 52+7, can connect you
up with manufacturers and equipment
suppliers. In the Northwest, a new
solar store, SYNERGV, is opening
(Rt. 1, Box 773P, Salem, OR 97304)
and will have a mail order catalog avail-

1

able soon.

In addition to equipment, you'll
need someone who can evaluate and
design for individual situations and
someone who can install the systems

competently. The solar stores we know
about are going great guns and doing
a lot to share how to live lightly as well
as

selling solar hardware .

-TB
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